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S R Global is synonimous to its tagline Educate- Evolve Achieve. 

Our motto at S R Global School is “arise-awake-get apprised-stop not till the 

target is hit”. This is our belief and we are all out to make it a reality. 

The annual report showcases the achievements and glories of our school 

undoubtedly, but also makes us to feel proud when we look around to see our 

past. We set standards and goals for ourselves and strive to achieve them- be it 

in the area of academics, sports, discipline, leadership and many more. 

 Let us begin with sports: To be a great champion you must believe you 

are the best and must keep trying until the goal is achieved. We would like to 

mention the achievements of our scholars as JitendraGurjar, 

AvadeshChoudhary, IshantParashar who had won laurels at district level, state 

level and national level in shot put, javelin, badminton and high jump. 

 In softball our school is the district winner with team winners 

AnshikaMeena, Lakshmi Bhadoria, EktaJagarwad, MuskanKumawat, 

IshikaChoudhary, Kiran Sharma, KhushiMathurand Anokh Sharma. This team 

also participated in state level with remarkably excellent performance. 

AnshikaMeena and KhushiMathur have been selected to represent the Rajasthan 

team in National level. 

While on sports its special to mention special achievement of Rajiv Pareek, who 

has been declared the best wicket keeper at National level and has been selected 

for international level too, Another achiever kavinMeena secured bronze medal 

in Judo Karate championship at National level. 

 To develop a child physically, morally, socially and mentally and to 

home skills in co-scholastic areas our school is divided into four different 

houses, which are vibrantly involved in music, dance and drama, art and craft, 

excursion and picnic and other hobby development activities. 

 Such activities enclosed the sports Fiesta, which lasted for a couple of 

days and  it was here, where the scholars showcased the athlete concealed in 

them. The students were taken to rock sports, which was a place for having 

unleashed fun and adventure. 



 The intra school MUN was a way to become an active, more concerned 

global citizen. In this era of globalisation, being globally aware is more 

important than ever. It came out as an exercise in research, public speaking and 

teamwork.  

 This year there was a memorable Investiture Ceremony in which parents 

were also invited to witness the formal conferring of authority and 

responsibility to their children. This was a process to make the scholars ready to 

take higher authority& responsibility in their future lives. 

 Our school students also unfurled the flag of success by emerging 

victorious in various Olympiads. Aadish Jain and MradulAgarwal become 

NTSE Scholors in 2017-18  session. SujaiArvind  achievedZonal rank 14 in 

SOF and IEO in Rajasthan zone in 2017-18 session in which he was awarded 

with special appreciation letter. Akshita Sharma of class one has achieved 

international rank 3 in IEO for which she was awarded with appreciation 

certificate and cash price of Rs. 1000. 

 Last but not the least, academics the main objective- there too our 

scholors did marvels. In 2017-18 the very first batch of class12th of our school 

achieved results as par excellence and un parallel. Vishal Babani tops the list by 

securing 95.4% in science segment, followed by  Khushi Sharma with 91.6% 

whereas TakshikaUpadhyay top the Commerce segment by securing 90.6% 

Similarly our 10th class student MradulAgarwal secured 96.2% and maintained 

the top position. 

Further I would also like to mention the subject wise toppers of class12th last 

year. 

 ILESH Tripathi scored 95 in physics. 

 Harsh Agarwal and Vishal Babani scored 95 in Chemistry. 

 Khushi Sharma scored 94 in Biology. 

 SudeeptoSarkar and TakshikaUpadhaya scored 94 in economics. 

 SudeeptoSarkar scored 90 in accountancy. 

 TakshikaUpadhyay scored 95 in Business studies. 

 Vishal Babani scored 95 in English. 

 Manish Choudhary scored 97 in physical Education. 

Next we would also like to praise the star Scholars of 10th Board 

examinations who are as follows: 

 MradulAgarwal scored 93 in English. 

 Tanisha Sharma and Krishan Gupta scoured 98 in Hindi. 



 Krishan Gupta scored 93 in Maths. 

 Aadish Jain and MradulAgarwal scored 99% in Social Studies. 

Now some work done by students in reference to 

      

SAVE ENVIRONMENT 

Our school knows the concern and importance of trees and environment so our 

school did and initiative to make a concern and awareness among students and 

people around our school under the Sewa initiative we made people aware to 

not to cut trees, these are very essential part of our life, without trees we cannot 

survive. Trees give us oxygen which makes us perform respiration. 

 We also did a rally nearby our school with slogans like ‘Jalhai to kalhai’ 

and ‘ Brakshdharakaaabhushan Karta durpradushan’ and many more. We cleant 

our roads and removed waste and told people to not to throw waste and pollute 

our environment which is harmful for us. 

 We bought saplings and seeds from a nearby nursery and planted them in 

and around school. This activity filled in a spirit of enthusiasm for clean and 

pollution free environment. 

   PARENT TEACHER ASSESSMENT 

Our school organises a parent teacher assessment annually where parents get a 

peek into the school environment and witness their child report on various 

aspects. Parents get a chance to interact with all the teachers and discuss their 

child’s, overall growth and their habits both good and bad. They get to know 

more academic and non-academic issues. Parents also get a chance to put their 

views and discuss their problems with teachers and authorities students on other 

hand also get to put up their issue and get to blend in with both parent and 

teachers collectively parents can meet the principal any day but intentionally on 

PTM’s appointments are organised with her for discussion on school authorities 

and their attempts done. PTM is a great way of interaction for both the parties 

and is a basic need for all. 

     INNOVATION  

Helping others and becoming a part of their life by spreading happiness is a 

blessing. Our school believes in this phenomenon and to encourage this among 

our students, our school organised various visits of school in old age homes and 

orphanages. A few of them are-‘Darshan’ an orphanage for physically disabled 

people, ‘Mother Teresa’ orphanage and old age homes of Mansarovar. This was 



practiced to create a sense of generosity, kindness helpful behaviour and to 

spread happiness among people and befriend them. Students were inspired by 

the initiative and were deeply touched by the work done by these children in 

orphanage, children even after their sorrow and disability could perform a 

number of task like buttoning up shirts, sewing, crafting, performing arts and 

also studying they were eager to learn a number of new things. Our school 

students befriended them and also served them food and also a few books which 

could help them to imaginate and spend their time judicially. Students also 

taught the orphans new things like reading and writing. This activity deeply 

touched our students heart and made them realise that happiness is not 

dependent on the count of money you have and we hope this activity makes 

them help them, to become gentle and understanding 

We hereby conclude our rigorous self-evaluation and are certainly inspired to 

strive by blessings of almighty God and you all-our well-wishers. 

Thank you all!      


